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Abstract

The last three decades the architecture of information systems has evolved from file-
oriented, via data-oriented and communication-oriented towards an object-oriented view.
Hand in hand with this architectural evolution the way a user communicates with the in-
formation system is changed. In this paper we discuss the relation between the different
architectures and their associated man-machine communication. We introduce the concept
of information grammar, and show that this grammar can be seen as a common point of con-
vergence. Together with the evolution, we can identify an evolution of methods for informa-
tion system development. The construction of an information grammar is also addressed in this
paper.
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1 Introduction

The evolution of information systems has been shifted from machine-oriented into more and
more human-oriented approaches. Rather than focusing only on the structure of the information, the
way the information is used to capture the pragmatics of the communication language within the
application domain is discussed. This is reflected by a change of the architecture, man-machine
communication and analysis methods. Central for all these aspects is the so-called information
grammar. This grammar is the basis for all communication with the information system but also
describes the structure of all information to be processed.

In this paper we first introduce information grammars in section 2. In section 3 we discuss
the evolution of information system architectures. Section 4 contains an overview of a way of
working to build the information grammar. Finally we give a number of conclusions in section 5.
Appendix A contains a small example of an implementation of an information grammar.
2 Information Grammars

This section discusses the nature of information grammars. Furthermore, some related work, with respect to the linguistic object-oriented information modeling approach, is addressed.

2.1 Underlying perspective

Almost all modern modeling techniques have as point of departure a description in natural language of the world to be modeled. This description is referred to as the initial specification, and is provided by so-called informed users (domain experts). Ideally, this initial specification is a precise specification from which system developers can derive the required information system.

Using natural language for problem specification is not new in the field of computer science. Already in the late fifties COBOL was introduced as a semi-natural programming language in order to allow programmers to build systems in their ‘own language’. In the early seventies syntactic-oriented programming methods, like step-wise refinement, were introduced, see e.g. [Dij76, Mee78]. The step-wise refinement method verbalizes the problem top-down using simple control structures like IF THEN ELSE FI. Also a natural language approach to information modeling is not new. The conceptual data modeling techniques NIAM [DO90], EER ([EGH+92], [BCD+95]) and PSM [HPW94, CW93] are based on such an approach. For these techniques the goal of the modeling process is to derive the grammar that governs the communication within the application domain (Universe of Discourse, UoD for short), the so-called information grammar. This grammar can be depicted as an information structure diagram. The verbalization of the elements of the information structure diagram forms the base for the terminal symbols for this grammar.

A major advantage of the linguistic approach is that (intermediate) results can be validated by the informed user readily, as each intermediate result corresponds to a (partial) grammar for sentences in the language spoken in the UoD. The rationale behind the linguistic approach to information modeling is a scheme of base axioms describing the cognitive identity of domain experts and system analysts. Base axioms as such fall outside the scope of this paper, for more information see [Nij89, Win90] and [FKW95].

2.2 Related work

For reasons of readability an overview of the related work presented in this section is divided in two parts. The first section describes some related work with respect to the analysis of informal specifications, whereas the second section gives information about some related work concerning the verbalization part.

2.2.1 Analysis of informal specifications

The linguistic approach to object-oriented modeling has been introduced before. For the OOA method ([CY90]) a simple linguistic approach is described, which only considers nouns and verbs. Although this method offers the system analyst not more than a rule of thumb, it is still very useful for the determination of the global structure of the system. The analysts can find object types and action types with this way of working.

In the SACIS method (see e.g. [Gra94]) the verbs are further refined to: doing verbs (expressing an action type), being verbs (expressing a classification), having verbs (expressing composition), modal verbs (expressing conditions) and stative verbs (expressing an invariance-condition). The nouns are categorized to proper nouns which stand for instances (population) and improper nouns which can be used for the determination of classes and object types. Besides these two refinements the SACIS method provides grammatical views for attributes, operations, associations and events.
The KISS method ([Kri94]) is a further refinement, even though some parts of speech which are considered in the SACIS method are left out, because it allows for a deep analysis of the informal specification. Besides finding object types, via direct objects and indirect objects in the sentences, the connection and direction between object types is investigated focusing on verbs (predicates) and prepositions. Adjectives and adverbs are used to recognize properties (attributes) of object types and action types. A real novelty is the use of gerunds. A gerund is a substantive noun that is derived from the infinitive form of a verb by suffixing this initial with ‘-ing’.

All three methods are using in some way grammatical analysis of the informal specification but lack a verbalization mechanism. The way of working of these methods, during analysis, consists of collecting lists of candidate object types, action types, etc.

2.2.2 Verbalization of models

As pointed out in section 2.1 verbalization mechanisms are very useful for validation purposes. A first attempt for both the grammatical approach to an informal specification as well as the verbalization of conceptual schemata for requirements engineering is proposed by [RP92]. By recognizing different types of linguistic patterns the grammatical analysis is carried out. For the generation of natural language out of a conceptual schema the Chomsky theory [Cho65] is used. The basic Chomsky assumption is the existence of an underlying structure, to any sentence in any human language. In addition, there is an infinite number of ways, namely the surface structures to represent the deep structure in different languages. The deep structure expresses semantics of a sentence by means of semantic elements and relationships among them. The proposed framework is supported by an expert design system, known as OICSI (French acronym for Intelligent tool for information system design). Note that this approach is not particularly focused on object-oriented analysis. Furthermore, as a result of using the Chomsky theory this approach has a semantic nature.

A similar, and as the authors ([MG94]) say less sophisticated, tool is LOLITA which supports a linguistic approach to developing object-oriented systems. This approach is also semantically based as LOLITA uses a data dictionary to find related classes, or closely related, for the classes found in the informal specification. Besides this feature, LOLITA is able to automatically identify ambiguities, inconsistencies, correcting misspellings and guess new words.

The LIKE project (Linguistic Instruments in Knowledge Engineering) has resulted in a method called COLOR-X which is an abbreviation for COnceptual Linguistically based Object-oriented Representation language for Information and Communication Systems (where ICS is abbreviated to X). The static and dynamic part of object-oriented modeling is described in [BR95b] and [BR95a], respectively. The informal specification is captured in graphical models which can be translated to an intermediate language called Conceptual Prototyping Language (CPL). CPL ([Dig89]) is a formal modeling technique, based on functional grammars ([Dik89]), which can be used for specification as close as possible to the informal specification. As a result the verbalization of the graphical models is based on CPL.

The main difference between the above mentioned approaches and ours is that they are semantically based whilst ours is syntactically based. In other words, the meaning of the words (in their context) of the informal specification is taken into account, using lexicons like Wordnet, while our approach is focused on particular parts of the sentences, e.g. nouns, verbs, etc. Another difference is that our approach models the communication between user and information system instead of modeling the information system. An advantage of this approach is that the resulting information grammar can be used as a base for the query language of the user.
3 Architectures

In this section we discuss several typical architectures for information systems. Coupled on these architectures, we focus on man-machine communication. Before we discuss a general architecture of an object-oriented information system the evolution of information system architectures is discussed shortly. This discussion is partially adopted from [Bub86] and is augmented with our own view on information system architectures.

3.1 File-oriented architecture

Figure 1 shows the view on an information system in the sixties. An information system consisted of a collection of application programs, i.e., data definitions and procedures (non-transparent), communicating with each other by passing files.

![Diagram of file-oriented architecture](image)

Figure 1: A file-oriented architecture of an information system

The operation mode of such an information system was mainly batch processing, usually dominated by a system administrator. The task of the system administrator can be summarized as to administrate and guarantee the system at an operational level. The input data for a batch run were gathered in a file (set of cards), the results consisted of files and printed output. The format of data files was rather straightforward. It was the responsibility of the end user to transform real data into this strict format, and to interpret the resulting data within the application domain. The communication between man and machine thus was mainly on the side of the machine, the human had to adapt to the machine.

Building an information system concentrated around the construction of the programs in the collection. In other words, the programs had a central place, the data definition was of secondary importance ([Dat91]). For the construction of such systems thus the techniques for program construction were used (such as step-wise refinement).
3.2 Data-oriented architecture

In the seventies the view (figure 2) on information systems became data-oriented and was dominated by the information systems data definitions. The essential difference with the file-oriented architecture is the separation of data definition (in data bases) and data processing (in application programs). This separation was achieved by explicit data definitions in data base schemata at several levels: external, conceptual and internal ([Dat91], [Gri82]). Another difference with the file-oriented architecture is the absence of a system administrator. However, in the data-oriented architecture a database administrator is responsible for the structural data aspects on all levels. The database administrator also governs authorization aspects via the external user views.

![Diagram of a data-oriented architecture of an information system](image)

Figure 2: A data-oriented architecture of an information system

Note that the data-oriented architecture is not the same as presented in [Dat91]. In our architecture the aspects of user communication are also involved, while details at the level of data storage are omitted.

The communication in the data-oriented architecture typically is guided by filling (digitized) form. Forms are a very widespread communication mechanism within organizations and therefore very acceptable for human beings. In [PSB+94] it is argued that form filling is suitable from an
ergonomic point of view. In practice forms are usually very well designed, and close to the mental model of the (intended) users ([Sch92]).

In file-oriented architectures, it was the responsibility of the user to translate the data from (real) forms into the format described by the data files. In the data-oriented architecture, real forms are mapped onto digitized forms, enabling the user to simply fill in this form. The process of data extraction from the form now is performed by the computer rather than the user. As a result, the man-machine communication is more directed towards the human being.

As a result of this approach, a separation of concerns is possible. Basically, an application program is divided into the following parts:

- the interface with the user.
- the interface with the database.
- the processing in terms of these interfaces.

Central is the construction of the data models, which are not dependent of any application program. Several methods and techniques have been designed to support this construction process, e.g. relational model ([Cod70]) and ER ([Che76]). Special utilities are usually available to build forms. However, most of them do not support the designer at the level of making well-designed forms.

### 3.3 Communication-oriented architecture

During the eighties the data-oriented architecture was still often used. However, this view was augmented by all kinds of fourth-generation language mechanisms (query language facilities, form definitions and processing definitions, report generators, dictionaries, all kinds of graphics and spreadsheet, etc.). The role of the information system changed from a dedicated system into a general purpose system. The system now keeps track of the definition of the data, and also administers the application programs (the procedures base) and the actual forms (the forms base).

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3:** A communication-oriented architecture of an information system
A general communication-oriented architecture for information systems is depicted in figure 3 (adapted from [Win90]). In this architecture the user sends update or retrieval requests, in accordance with a certain information grammar, to the information processor. Each request is checked against the user’s access right from the authorization base. If a user is authorized to perform a request, the information processor performs the request on the information base. In [BW94] this topic is discussed extensively.

The communication-oriented architecture offers the user much more freedom for manipulation and interpretation of data. Due to the extra facilities, the system now is capable of providing the user with interpreted data for example in the form of a pie chart. Therefore the communication with the information system became the main topic for improvement. A typical communication-oriented system is an SQL system. The communication between human and machine is in terms of the elements that describe the application domain, according to the syntax rules of SQL. In order to be able to communicate with the system, the user should know:

- vocabulaire: the names of tables and their columns,
- grammar rules: the syntax rules of SQL.

These components are part of the information grammar. Experience has shown that users have difficulties formulating SQL statements. There are two main reasons:

1. The syntax rules for SQL are too complex, especially their recursive nature.
2. The relation between a relational model and the corresponding application domain is usually not clear for users.

The first problem may be solved by allowing a semi natural language format for the query language. An example of such a language is Lisa-D ([HPW93]). The second problem is addressed by conceptual modeling techniques such as NIAM ([NH89]), PSM ([HW93]) and FORM ([HO92]). Data modeling techniques such as NIAM, PSM and FORM focus on the communication within the application domain rather than the required data definition. As they model the communication, (partial) results can be validated by verbalization end paraphrasing. Furthermore, many methods and techniques are supported by case tools and case shells ([VH95]).

3.4 Object-oriented architecture

In an object-oriented approach, the centristic view of the communication-oriented architecture is completely modified (see figure 4). The information system will now provide the user with the opportunity to address objects more or less directly. The information system consists of subsystems (complex objects) which communicate by messages. Each such communication is governed by a corresponding local communication grammar. The local communication grammars together form the (global) information grammar.

In figure 4 subsystem i sends messages to subsystem j according to grammar $G_{ij}$. Subsystem j responds with messages to subsystem i according to grammar $G_{ji}$. A subsystem in its turn may consist of a number of other subsystem. The smallest subsystem is an (elementary, i.e. non-composed) object. The information system is a (possible infinite) network of objects.

If we take a closer look at the subject/object communication, see figure 5, we see that the user (a so-called subject, i.e. an object outside the information system) makes update and retrieval requests by sending corresponding messages to an appropriate object. Just like the communication between subsystems, the communication between subject and object is governed by a pair
Figure 4: An object-oriented architecture of an information system

Figure 5: Subject/object communication

of grammars \( \langle G_{xy}, G_{yz} \rangle \) which is suitable for the subject and the object respectively. An authorization mechanism is therefore not explicitly mentioned as the authorization is enclosed in the subject/object grammars.

A subject activates objects to perform the corresponding actions, or creates new objects for this purpose in correspondence with its communication grammar. Activated objects may, in turn, send new requests in accordance with some object/object communication grammar (see figure 6) to other objects. The result of such a request to another object is interpreted by the object, which was activated by the subject, and communicated to the user. The strict separation between data

Figure 6: Object/object communication
and control structures is dropped in an object-oriented architecture of an information system and is replaced by a strict encapsulation of data and operations related to an object type.

In the object-oriented architecture, the communication between human and machine becomes a communication between subjects and objects. An advantage over the communication-oriented approach is that the object-oriented approach provides the opportunity to differentiate between cases of communication. For example, a jurist may address the information system quite differently from a car seller. There is no a-priori need that they know their language, but they may still want to communicate with the same information system.

In [Joh95] the author identifies related subsystems using Galois connections. In order to verify that the proposed correspondences between subsystems are consistent with the semantics of the conceptual schemas, the modeling formalism utilizes linguistic instruments. The instruments used are in particular case grammars and speech act theory. The modeling formalism described in this paper can be used to support schema integration.

The techniques of the communication-oriented architecture are still valid in this case. However, this will lead to a number of local grammars, that have to be integrated to form the global information grammar. For such integration there seems to be no good solution at the moment. This requires an integration between OOA techniques ([FKW95]) and cognitive models ([HVV91]).

## 4 Building the Information Grammar

As stated in [Wij91] the philosophy behind a method does affect the way of working and the way of modeling of this method. Traditionally, three aspects of a (natural or artificial) language are distinguished: syntax, semantics and pragmatics. Our approach is to exploit syntactical aspects as much as possible, although some semantics may be necessary for the modeling process. The domain expert is held to be responsible for the semantic part.

The way of working during the analysis phase can be divided in the following stages:

1. Collect significant information objects from the application domain.
2. Verbalize these information objects in a common language (expert language formulations).
3. Reformulate these formulation in a unifying format (reformulated expert language formulations).
4. Abstract rules and facts from reformulated expert language formulations (information grammar and population).
5. Interpret and visualize the information grammar (analysis models).
6. Verbalize analysis models.

These stages are repeated until the verbalization of the formal specification (the analysis models) matches the informal specification. Stage 1 and 2 of this way of working are performed by the domain expert solo. The reformulation of the expert language formulations, stage 3, is based on interaction between analyst and domain expert. The tasks of stage 4 and 5 are performed by the analyst, who is appointed for this job mainly! Finally, the verbalization phase in stage 6 is performed by the system analyst and validated by the domain expert. Figure 7 resumes the analysis phase schematically. Each stage of this analysis phase is marked with the number associated above.
4.1 Verbalizing information objects

The communication in the universe of discourse may employ all kinds of information objects, for example text, graphics, etc. However, a textual description serves as a unifying format for all different media. The conversion to a textual description can be done using the telephone heuristic ([NH89]):

*Explain your observations to a non-expert via a telephone.*

The verbalization principles discussed in [FKW95] require the ability to express the information via readable sentences. Other ways of visualizing may also be employed. For example, graphic techniques have shown to be most useful for representing the structure of an application domain, e.g. ER and NIAM. For the purposes of this paper, we will restrict ourselves to textual representations.

The language which results after the telephone heuristic is called the expert language. The underlying grammar is referred to as $G_{\text{exp}}$. The information modeling problem then can be described as:

*Find, within a certain class of sufficiently efficiently computable grammars, a grammar $G_{\text{inf}}$ which best approximates $G_{\text{exp}}*.}
Note that this problem is known to be NP-complete. The quality of the information grammar $G_{\text{inf}}$ can be measured by:

1. completeness:
   each sentence from the expert language can be expressed in terms of sentences from the information grammar.

2. naturalness:
   each sentence from the information grammar has a meaning within the UoD.

The completeness property guarantees that each expert sentence can be communicated to the information system. If the sentence is not part of the information grammar language, then the user has a formulation problem. It is expected that the formulation problem in this approach is smaller than when using 4th generation languages as SQL.

The information modeling procedure can now be formalized:

An information modeling procedure $M$ can be seen as a mapping between grammars, such that $M(G_{\text{exp}}) = G_{\text{inf}}$.

A first restriction, called the stabilization requirement, is that the procedure is stable:

$M(M(G_{\text{exp}})) = G_{\text{inf}}$

### 4.2 Unifying format

The main goal in object-oriented analysis is to find the objects and their responsibilities, i.e. which object type is responsible for what action type. In a next stage the properties of the object types are investigated and the order in which action types occur is analyzed. By activating the expert language formulations the analyst can find by parsing these sentences, object types and their corresponding responsibility for performing action types. Or, in more technical terms, activated sentences give clues for object classes, the methods and the way they are communicating by messages. For example, the sentence *a song is recorded by a band*, is an example of a passive sentence. This sentence can be rewritten into the following active sentence: *a band records a song*. However, there are sentences which cannot be activated, like *a band has a name*. These sentences are nevertheless very useful to find candidate properties.

One more type of sentences may be considered. These are the sentences containing *is a*, like: *a musician is a person who plays an instrument*. From such sentences an initial class hierarchy may be deduced. In many cases, such abstractions have to be elicited from domain experts by the system analyst.

The order in which action types occur can be deduced from the connections between the sentences of the reformulated expert formulations. Whereas the other reformulations are focused on one sentence, this step requires insight in the total specification. An example is the following fragment of an informal specification:

... After a band has been set up, persons may join this band. ... Several bands have the opportunity to record some of these songs. ...

From the example we learn that the action *to record* is preceded by an action *to set up*. 
4.3 Rule and fact abstraction

The task from the analyst is to recognize two different aspects from the expert language formulations:

1. What are the general rules? In this step the structure of the information system is set up. As stated in the previous section the object types and their responsibilities are collected.

2. Which facts are important? In this step instances of the properties of object types are collected.

As an example consider the fact: the band Rolling Stones records the song Paint it black. This fact has as rule band records song. The rules found in this step are the production rules of information grammar. Facts also provide clues for a sample population of the information system. This sample population is useful for validation.

4.4 Communicating the information grammar

The important parts of the information grammar (i.e. nouns) can be depicted using all kinds of graphical models, called analysis models.

In order to communicate optimally, and to validate the analysis models properly, with the informed user a verbalization mechanism for the analysis models is necessary. For this verbalization mechanism the information grammar (the production rules) and the population is used. The verbalization mechanism must be able to produce sentences spoken by the domain expert.

Appendix A shows an implementation of a small information grammar within the AGFL formalism ([Kos91]). The Grammar Workbench ([DKNZ92]) can be used to generate sample sentences randomly according to this grammar. It is also possible to generate a parser for the information grammar. Both the GWB and the parser generator (GEN) are useful tools for verbalization and validation of the information grammar.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we presented a small survey of the evolution of architectures, man-machine communication and development methods in the context of information system specification. During this evolution the man-machine communication has come more and more in prominence. As a result development methods shifted from a technical line of approach (how to build an information system) to a communication-oriented point of view (what communication is desired with the information system). A central role in this shift of views has been played by the information grammar. Both the philosophy behind this grammar and a way to build this grammar has been presented.

The way to (partially automatically) build an information grammar is a first topic for more research. Combining both parsers (syntax-driven) and lexicons (semantics-driven) seems to be a promising way to achieve the information grammar. On the other hand the models to build this information grammar should be reconsidered. In [FW96] a closer inspection of analysis models will be presented. The growing complexity of man-machine communication requires more advanced validation mechanism. In [DFW96] more experience will be gained by using the Grammar Workbench for validation of the information grammar.
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A Implementing the Information Grammar

Consider the following part an information grammar as presented in [FKW95]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{to join} & \rightarrow \text{to join} | r | \text{to join} | i \\
\text{to join} | r & \rightarrow \text{Musician} \text{ joins} \text{ Band} \\
\text{to join} | i & \rightarrow \text{Band} \text{ is joined by} \text{ Musician} \\
\text{Band} & \rightarrow \text{The Rolling Stones} | \text{The Beatles} \\
\text{Musician} & \rightarrow \text{Keith Richards} | \text{John Lennon}
\end{align*}
\]

This grammar is translated into a two level grammar in the AGFL formalism as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{inv} & :: \text{RESP} ; \text{INV} \\
\text{start} & : \text{TO JOIN (inv)} \\
\text{TO JOIN (RESP)} & : \text{MUSICIAN, "joins", BAND} \\
\text{TO JOIN (INV)} & : \text{BAND, "is joined by", MUSICIAN} \\
\text{BAND} & : "\text{The Rolling Stones}" ; "\text{The Beatles}". \\
\text{MUSICIAN} & : "\text{Keith Richards}" ; "\text{John Lennon}".
\end{align*}
\]

GWB in this case may generate randomly the following sample sentences:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Keith Richards joins The Rolling Stones} \\
\text{John Lennon joins The Beatles} \\
\text{The Rolling Stones is joined by Keith Richards} \\
\text{John Lennon joins The Rolling Stones}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that this set is not complete, i.e. it does not contain all possible sample sentences. As syntax rules might be recursive, GWB is equipped in such way that it avoids coming into an infinite loop. It is also possible to generate a parser for the information grammar using the parser generator (GEN). In order to accept new person names, the rule for MUSICIAN is modified as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{MUSICIAN} & : \text{PROPER NAME}. \\
\text{PROPER NAME} & : \text{MATCH("[A-Z][a-z]*")}.
\end{align*}
\]

Applying GEN to this simple grammar leads to a parser that allows sentences like:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Nell joins The Rolling Stones}
\end{align*}
\]

This parser will generate the following parse tree, augmented with some statistics:
parsing 1  (0.002 sec.)

start
TO JOIN(_RESP)
   MUSICIAN
   PROPER NAME
   "Well"
   "joins"
BAND
   "The Rolling Stones"

printing time was:  (0.010 sec.)

all:  1 (prescan: 0.011 s., parsing: 0.003 s., printing: 0.010 s.)
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